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IDENTIFYING AUTOMOTIVE BODY TYPES
After finishing some sizable inventories
these last couple of weeks, it came time to
search for a topic for this quarter’s newsletter article. Normally, this is not necessarily a
problem, with the wealth of topics available
within the history of the automobile. This
time, I found myself mired in indecision –
mostly because there are so many things to
write about. There had been discussions
between Mac and I about focusing on the
role of the automobile and truck in the war
efforts of WWI & WWII (having just celebrated Memorial Day) and whether or not
something like that would even be possible
in the modern age – certainly an intriguing
direction, but decidedly far too complex (and
possibly too controversial) for such a small
publication. Strike one.
An offshoot of that topic brought me to
perhaps just writing something about the
truck’s role alone in WWI – particularly the
White four by four, which according to the
French army was indeed the turning point in
winning the war after Gen. Sherman’s order
to “Bring me trucks!” The flood of White
trucks to the front allowed the allocation of
resources to be distributed more quickly and
effectively than in any conflict before it,
literally revolutionizing warfare transportation in the process, and although the White
was by far not the only U.S. truck being used
in WWI, it was the only one awarded the
1919 Croix de Guerre (‘Cross of War’) by
the French Military – so, having summed
that story up in one paragraph that one’s out,
too. Strike two.
Then, after watching a television show
about the history of the automobile in America on the National Geographic Channel the
other day (‘Driving America: The life of the
Automobile,’ if you were wondering), I began taking notes about some of the content
that I hadn’t covered already (the VW Beetle, etc.) and some of the things I hadn’t been
aware of. (If you get a chance to see the
show, it’s worth a watch for sure. Check
your local TV listings). One of the things

1913 Mercer Series J , Type 35 Raceabout, (Wikipedia Commons: brewbooks)

that caught my attention was the ‘closed car’
or the ‘enclosed car’ – of which the show
mentioned that the first was the 1922 Essex
Coach, Essex obviously being an offshoot of
the Hudson Automobile Company. That
seemed like a pretty interesting direction to
head back to, I thought. After all, I already
had a lead on the start date – or so I thought.
It turns out the ‘closed car’ classification
is rather convoluted – the distinction can be
divided into several different sub-categories,
making it virtually impossible to pinpoint
which vehicle was actually the first enclosed
car – chronologically. There were names like
E.W. Goodwin, who while working for
Packard (and eventually Maxwell-Chalmers)
developed the design for the first four-door
touring closed-body with doors leading to
the driver’s compartment.
Then there was the Dodge Brothers,
who along with designer Edward G. Budd,
are credited in many places for coming up

with the first design of the enclosed car comprised completely out of steel in 1919, predating the Essex/Hudson offering in 1922. I
found articles citing the invention of the idea
of the enclosed car dating back to 1910, although no vehicle names were actually referenced, perhaps because the idea of an enclosed vehicle could be considered enclosed
when the top was up on a convertible, or if
Continue on page 2
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President’s Corner...
Welcome to the Summer issue of the HCFI Newsletter. I hope
everyone had a good Winter and Spring repairing and restoring their
vehicles. Also I hope everyone will have a good Summer touring and
traveling with their cars.
As for the Automotive Research Library of HCFI (the Library) we
have been and will continue to sort, catalog and scan books, brochures
and other automotive literature.
As I am sure you know the Library is a 501.c.3 non-profit charity
and as result we operate on donations and interest from our endowment fund and funding from the Ellen Browning Scripps Foundation. However, these sources do
not cover all the operating expenses for the Library. We, the Board of Directors of HCFI, are
working on various fund raising ideas to improve the Library’s financial future. One program we
are developing is the “Smile” program through Amazon; please look for more information in the
Fall Newsletter.
If you have any experience with fund raising and would like to assist or have any suggestions
please let “Mac” or I know. We will really appreciate your help.
Until next time have a great Summer touring and traveling and keep those wheels rolling!
Greg Long
President / HCFI Board of Directors
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the enclosure was shaped windshields and
wrap-around side windows. It really came
down to the body style of the car, which is
when I realized the perfect article topic: classifying body types. I’d always heard and
seen all or most of the different designations,
but could I match all of them by sight or
name? The truth was I couldn’t. Bingo. I
had an article topic.
As it turns out, the 1922 Essex Coach
was the first affordable enclosed vehicle –
apparently up to that point, closed cars were
far more expensive than open body styles
and in the advent of the Essex, it tipped the
scale in favor of the closed car for the first
time ever due to its affordability. The fact
that it was called a coach was intriguing,
though. Was that the proper terminology? I
really wasn’t sure. I figured it was a derivative of the horse-drawn coaches of old,
which separated the passengers from the
driver – but wait – isn’t that considered a
limousine? This is what I mean. It was time
to put an answer to the questions I was having, and that many of you possibly have as
Rauch and Lang Brougham Horse-drawn Coach circa 1890
book ‘A History of Coachbuilding’ in an appendix:
well.
“There are open bodies and closed ones, large ones and small,
The terminology of body styles does indeed date back to horse
-drawn vehicles and their distinctions. Author George A. Oliver practical ones and others that are so impractical as to be almost
tackled the absurdity of how modern car manufacturers (in 1962) unusable. The numbers of uses to which a motor-car may be put is
were in fact misusing some of the names of these body styles in his
Continued on page 3

The 1935 Duesenberg Convertible SJ LA Grand Dual-Cowl Phaeton. Notice the second windscreen in the aft seat.
limited yet manufacturers continue to apply
newly created names to bodies which in no
important way differ from their predecessors, or to misapply existing names. Even
those familiar with the different types are
sometimes puzzled….”
It reminded me of all the new body
names that have come about in the last thirty
years or so: The SUV, the RUV, the
Minivan, and the list goes on. Apparently
it’s been going for quite some time, but I
digress. There is definitely confusion on my
part, so even I get to learn something here.
So let’s delve into this by starting with some
of the body styles that date back to the horse
-drawn era – some of which are still being

used today (or at least into the mid and latter
20th century).
THE SALOON
Saloon describes the closed bodies that
were addressed in the previous paragraphs.
They are considered ‘all-weather’ or
‘weatherproof,’ and are all-steel (perhaps
making the 1919 Dodge the primary frontrunner in the closed-body design). The Saloon replaced the long-used term ‘Tourer’ in
Europe. These days, it’s known as a Sedan
in North America, and ‘Berline’ or ‘Berlin’
in Europe. It can consist of anywhere from
four to six lamps and/or windows, and plenty of leg room for its four passengers and
more than adequate luggage space. There

were different types of Saloons as well, depending on the decade in which they arrived. The ‘Sports Saloon’ (also known on
MG chassis as a ‘Salonet’) was a staple in
the early 1930’s, and the ‘Streamlined Saloon’ became popular in the late 1930’s –
more a fashion trend than anything else, it’s
sweeping lines carried with it style and status to its owner.
THE PHAETON
The Phaetons were synonymous with
style and elegance even when drawn by a
horse. There are many incarnations of
Phaetons: the ‘Single Phaeton’ had two forward facing, side-by-side seats, the ‘Double
Phaeton’ or ‘Dual Phaeton” had four, in two

The 1955 Mercedes Benz 300 Landaulet - the only Landaulet that ever went into production.

Continued on page 4
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A 1933 Alvis Crested Eagle Drop head Coupe.
different rows. In the States, the term
‘Sports Phaeton’ was used as a luring title
to the elegance of the car by American
coachbuilders such as Packard and Cadillac. Dual-Cowl Phaetons had a windscreen
for its rear passengers dividing them from
the front passengers.
THE LANDAULET
The Landaulet refers to the Landau, a
body that allowed for the dual-sectional
hood to be opened, making it an open car
if need be. Mistaken for Limousines often,
the main difference is that the roof section
to the rear of the car behind the driver can
be removed. This allowed people to see or
be seen, which coupled with opulence and
a powerful chassis, made for an impressive entrance vehicle for the wealthy,
heads of state, and even the lowly taxi
driver.
THE LIMOUSINE
Still in use today in both terminology
and design is the ubiquitous Limousine.
The name refers to a number of different
items other than a body style, such as a
wool cloak, but the origins refer to the

cover of a cart in France. In reference to
the distinction mentioned previously, the
Limousine’s comfort was entirely reserved
for the passengers, who was enclosed in
the rear of the car, and the driver – almost
exclusively chauffeurs, were exposed to
the elements. The ever-present ‘glass partition’ was even around back then, and
before it was mechanically manipulated,
the passenger usually communicated with
his/her driver through any number of ingenious methods such as speaking tubes,
light signals, or bell signals.
THE BROUGHAM
Almost the equivalent of the Saloon
in Victorian times (which is why it was
also known as a ‘Victoria’), the Brougham
was not chauffeur –driven, but owner
driven, and due to its maneuverability and
handling made it the ideal errand runner
for the wealthy man-about-town. Broughams were almost always electric vehicles
at the turn of the century; they were
named after Scottish jurist Lord Brougham, who had this type of carriage built to
his specification by London coachbuilder

Robinson & Cook in 1838 or 1839.
THE CABRIOLET
Known as the Convertible in the United States, the Cabriolet was not necessarily only a two-seater back in the early days;
one seat in the front and two forward facing seats or a bench in the back was the
prevailing style to the early cabriolets
(hence the slang term ‘Cab”). The Germans, however, turned the Cabriolet into
the fun-in- the -sun high-performance machines that we know and love today, with
Porsche and BMW two-seaters leading the
way.
THE COUPE’
Coupes are perhaps the most misclassified of the body styles, and have been
known in the past as ‘Drop-heads’ or
‘Fixed-heads’. The ‘Drop-head’ Coupe
was decidedly small and had a removable
rear roof, whereas the ‘Fixed-heads’ or
‘Coupe de Ville’s rear roof was fixed, and
the front was removable, or at the very
least, rolled-up and out of the way into a
hidden compartment. Some had ‘Dickey’
seats in the rear, also known as ‘the Moth-
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An example of a 'Chummy' - the 1929 Austin 7
er-in-Law’ seat or, in the U.S., a ‘Rumble’
seat. It is said that the Coupe was popular
with Physicians in particular.
THE CHUMMY
A certainly British-inspired name for a
small, cramped body that very rarely consisted of more than two seats, the Chummy
could nowadays apply to tiny, sub-compact
cars that leave you no choice but to get uncomfortably familiar with your driving
companions due to the lack of space. In
other words, the name speaks for itself.
Some cars with this dubious distinction
included the Austin Seven, and even the
G.T. Ferrari.
THE GRAN TOURISMO
Speaking of the G.T. Ferrari, this body
is exclusively found on high-performance
chassis, and is meant to catch the eye of the
passerby (or whomever the driver is quickly
passing by). It is designed to be a fast and
ultimately comfortable trans-continental
touring vehicle, and performance – particularly aerodynamics in design – is paramount.
THE TONNEAU
The Tonneau consisted of an enlarged,

comfortable rear seating area, with the seats
(either individual or bench) would be in two
facing rows. This is the kind of body style

one would enter from the side as opposed to
the rear; evidence of advancement of chassis strength and design. These days, the

A 1963 Maserati Sebring-3500GTI - a Gran Tourismo classic.
Continued on page 6
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Tonneau refers to a removable cover for a
truck bed; back then, the cover for the rear
was folded back not unlike a modern convertible, though it was not out of sight when
retracted.
THE SPORT
Probably the most popular body style,
encompassing an extremely wide range of
vehicles and eras, the Sports moniker applied to sort of a crossbreed – a race car that
had the comfort of a touring car. The early
Sport bodies mimicked watercraft (with
names like ‘Sport Torpedo’ or ‘Skiff’),
whereas the latter focused on the performance aspect and speed of the car (with
names like ‘Sportster’ and ‘Speedster’). In
the U.S., early sports cars were the Stutz
‘Bearcat’ and the Mercer ‘Raceabout.’ In the
fifties, the epitome of the sports body could
be found on an AC ‘Ace,’ the body that was
the predecessor to what is today considered
the most coveted sports car ever produced,
the Shelby AC Cobra 427.
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Next Board Meeting
The next Board Meeting
will be on
August 19th, 2015
9:00 AM

at the Library Office:
8186 Center Street, Suite F
La Mesa, CA 91942.
A 1958 AC Ace Roadster sportscar.

1,909* Books For Sale
The Library has books for sale, they are duplicates of books in our archive.
As the Library continues to receive donations of books and periodicals we
occasionally get duplicates, we always keep the best and most valuable
books in the archives. The other books need to be sold to provide space for
the additional books. An updated list of available books can be requested at
any time be calling or emailing a request of the latest listing of about 1,900
books. Call: 619-464-0301 or email: research@hcfi.org.
* as of 6/25/2015 — All Subject to Prior Sale
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Chronicles of the Automotive Industry in America, For 1935
Production for the year: 3,252,244 passenger cars, 694,690 trucks and buses.
Wholesale vaslue pf replacement parts and accessories produced this year:
$373,159,429— a 24.6% increase.
A.M.A. report disclosed that motorist now paid one of every eight tax dollars.
Robert F. Black became president of White Motor Co.
Paul G. Hoffman became president of Studebaker, with Harold S. Vance named
board chairman.
A trend toward two-door and four-door sedans developed.
Count Alexis de Sakhnoffsky designed streamlined trucks for White.
Hudson introduced “electric hand,” remote control gear shift.
Ford introduced Lincoln-Zephyr.
Eugene Bournonville, William McAneeny, Fred O. Paige and John North Willys
died.
Fisher bodies introduced all-steel “turret tops.”
Nash offered a new type of “sealed-in” motor.
Cord featured disappearing headlights.
Some 3,000,000 automobiles now had radios.
Pontiac produced its one millionth car.
Chevrolet adopted new type of frame without X-member.
Kelly Petillo averaged 106.240 m.p.h. to win Indianapolis Sweepstakes.
New make: Stout Scarab (experimental) with engine in rear.
From: A Chronicle OF THE Automotive Industry IN AMERICA, Published 1949.
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